
GROW YOUR NEXTGEN LEADERS

You have high-potential people wanting to lead with clarity and 

confidence. We have the program to develop those strengths.

The Place

Set in Gettysburg, PA the backdrop for one of Civil War’s most 

dynamic encounters we merge field discovery on the battlefield 

with visually enhanced classroom sessions - the leadership 

experience is like no other.

The Perspectives

We call on rich case studies to amplify timeless leadership 

lessons. Then draw from the dynamic participant dialog flowing 

as connections are made – to each other and to the lessons.

The Program

This dedicated Gettysburg Leadership Experience is develop-

mental and experiential in design, providing curriculum to gain 

new perspectives about the Dual Role of Leader and Follower.  

The People

This is a unique opportunity designed for high potential 

future leaders. By 2025, three out of every four workers will 

be Millennials. This proven program will bring together your 

next generation of leadership with a curriculum developed to 

strengthen your leadership bench.

The Gettysburg Leadership Experience  
for Young Professionals
June 1-4, 2020

August 3-6, 2020

Gettysburg, PA

$1,925

Walk. Talk. Learn. Lead.

Advance the career of your high-potential, young professionals 

by developing learnable, practicable skills that are professionally 

essential. We have a proven program to develop those strengths. 

And it lives on the Battlefield at Gettysburg.

DISCOVER YOUR LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL

GROW YOUR NEXTGEN LEADERS

DISCOVER YOUR LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL

Transform your leadership skills through a unique opportunity 
designed specifically for Young Professionals emphasizing 
career development and connections.

DAY 1 – DYNAMIC DISCOVERY
Learning Excursion: Gettysburg National Military Park Museum 
and Visitor Center 
Gain the full perspective to grasp the challenge ahead.

DAY 2 – SEIZE YOUR STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE
Case Study: The High Ground 

Discover how to leverage your experience and landscape to 

claim your high ground.

DAY 2/3 – THE POWER OF FOLLOWERSHIP
Case Study: The Peach Orchard
Learn the skills of followership to make you professionally 

essential to your team, manager and organization.

Assessment: Follower Profile and the Performance and 

Relationship Tool

Identify how you respond and manage within the role as  

a follower. 

DAY 4 – THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Case Study: Lee and Longstreet at the Moment of Decision
Recognize the potential pitfalls of success and how to gather 

information before the moment of decision.



fccservices.com
info@fccservices.com

888.ASK.FCCS [275.3227]

REGISTRATION & INFORMATION
To receive additional information about The 
Gettysburg Leadership Experience, please 
contact John.Regentin@fccservices.com.

Click here to register.

Location
This program is on the Gettysburg College campus and includes 
field discovery on the Gettysburg Battlefield.

Outcomes
This program is designed to develop a strong understanding of 
the leadership and followership skills to more effectively:

 Balance working relationships
 Communicate courageously
 Embrace a changing environment
 Navigate the political landscape of an organization
 See one’s self as a valuable resource
 Adopt leadership’s vision to make an impact

The Program Overview
This dedicated Young Professionals leadership program uses 
a variety of uniquely tailored, daily themes and core learning 
modules to explore different aspects of leadership, including:

 Leadership/Followership
 Communication
 Organizational Dynamics
 Personal Followership Style

Recognizing the importance of leadership through followership, 
we will utilize an interactive and experiential platform that high-
lights, illustrates, and demonstrates how to position one’s self and 
balance the dual role of leader and follower in their organization.

Program Design
The Gettysburg Leadership Experience Young Professionals 
Program is developmental and experiential in design that utilizes 
a three-part approach. We merge field discovery, led by Licensed 
Battlefield Guides (on the Battlefield) with visually enhanced 
classroom sessions facilitated by exceptional faculty (video, 
discussion, reflection and assessment tools), complemented with 
an active learning environment.

Leading Through Followership
Followership is a  comprehensive field of study within leadership 
and is critical to organizational success. Two crucial behaviors 
are exhibited by the most effective followers – Critical Thinking 
and Active Engagement. Critical thinkers bring creativity and 
innovation and offer constructive feedback to enhance results. 
Followers that are actively engaged take on initiatives and 
assume ownership for accomplishing goals. 

Every individual in an organization, including the CEO, must 
balance the dual role of leader and follower, whether reporting to 
a board of directors, stakeholders, clients or colleagues—we are 
all held accountable to someone.

The custom modules and case studies selected for the program 
focus on followership behaviors, key lessons and leadership skills 
for high-potential, next generational leaders.

The assessment tool, Follower Profile and the Performance 
and Relationship Questionnaire is designed to identify how an 
individual responds and manages within their role as a follower.

Participants will receive and discuss this profile during the 
program for full understanding of their personal follower 
strengths for future success.

It is through this intentional design, coupled with pro-active 
reflection and powerful dialogue where participants can 
incorporate impactful followership into their leadership style.

“Exemplary followers play a crucial role in determining 
organizational success because they are independent, innovative 
and willing to question leadership.” International Journal of 
Human Resources Studies.

GETTYSBURG – STEP INTO THE LANDSCAPE WHERE leadership LIVES.

For three tumultuous days in 1863, Gettysburg was the backdrop for one of the Civil War’s most dynamic encounters. Decisions made, 
opportunities missed, passions sparked and communications skills changed the course of our country. Today, this historically sacred 
setting is the site of a powerful, soles-on-the-ground program that looks to those leaders, lessons and legacy with a clear, contemporary 
purpose: to set the stage for you to prepare for your greatest challenges…and opportunities.

The Gettysburg Leadership Experience has provided learning development for high-potential individuals, directors, senior leaders and 
teams for over 15 years. Since introducing the program to our clients in 2009, over 1,250 participants have experienced this unparalleled 
leadership experience.

Our online community located at facebook.com/events/745203229150576/, continues the transformational, leadership develop-
ment experience beyond the time spent in Gettysburg. Check it out for more information on Gettysburg, the Battle of Gettysburg, 
The Gettysburg Leadership Experience, leadership lessons, styles and more!

Join us in Gettysburg. 

http://www.cvent.com/d/hgqnfc
https://www.facebook.com/events/745203229150576/

